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Chapter-13 

1.Fill in the blanks with appropriate words: 

 a) We depended on ________ resources to produce energy. 

 b) Non renewable resources cannot be replaced for millions of years once _______. 

 c) When the wind turns the blades of a wind turbine _______ is produce. 

 d) We can _______ natural resources by recycling things. 

 e) Renewable resources can be used as an alternative of ________ resources. 

 f) Trees are cut down to make _____ to build houses. 

 g) Resources can be classified into _______ types. 

 h) Oil, coal and natural gas are ___________ resources. 

 i) People use solar panels to get ______ energy from the sunlight. 

 j) Sunlight, soil, water, air, plants and animals are ______ resources 

 

Answers: 

a) Natural  b) used up c) electricity d) Conserve e) non-renewable  

f) Timber  g) Two  h) non-renewable i) electrical j) natural 

 

Chapter-14 

1.Fill in the blanks with appropriate words: 

 a) Germs spread faster in ________ population. 

 b) Population________ is the number of people living in per square area. 

 c) The population of Bangladesh was _______ crore 97 lac 72 thousand and 364 as of 2011. 

 d)Almost ______ crore people live in the world. 

 e) The loss of forests causes the changes of _______ 

 f) People ________ forests to cultivate more crops. 
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 g) We need more food for growing ________. 

 h) Fossil fuel is burnt in power plant and factories to produce more ______. 

 i) Hybrid cars use both ______ and _______ as their two sources of engines. 

 j) World human population is steadily _____. 

Answers: 

a) Denser  b) density c) 14  d)700  e) ecosystem 

f) clear   g) Population h) electricity  i) gasoline & electricity   

j) increasing. 

 

N.B 

Students should read those chapters from their text book for answering matching 

questions. Revise previous exercises from their lecture sheet very carefully 


